Abstract. Fundamental to the operation of multi-agent systems is the concept of cooperation between individual agents by which the overall system exhibits signi cantly greater functionality than the individual components. Not only is it important to understand the structure of such relationships in multi-agent systems, it is also important to understand the ways in which cooperative relationships come about. This is particularly true if such an analysis is to be relevant to, and useful for, the construction of real systems for which the invocation and destruction of such relationships is critical. This paper extends previous work concerned with formalising the structure of inter-agent relationships to provide an operational analysis of the invocation and destruction of engagement and cooperation within our formal agent framework.
Introduction
Fundamental to the operation of multi-agent systems is the concept of cooperation between individual agents. If single agent systems can cooperate, they can exploit the capabilities and functionality of others to achieve their own individual goals. This moves beyond the advantages of robustness in traditional distributed systems in the face of individual component failure since components can be replaced and cooperation con gurations realigned. It allows the speci c expertise and competence of di erent agents to complement each other so that in addition to general resilience, the overall system exhibits signi cantly greater functionality than individual components.
Durfee, for example, de nes a multi-agent system as a collection of problem solvers that \work together" to achieve goals that are beyond the scope of their individual abilities 2]. This notion of agents helping each other, working together or cooperating in some way is common. Huberman and Clearwater similarly characterise multi-agent systems by the interaction of many agents trying to solve problems in a cooperative fashion 3], and Lesser describes a multi-agent system as a computational system in which several semi-autonomous agents interact or work together to perform some tasks or satisfy some goals 4].
Since cooperation underlies the structure of multi-agent systems, it is important to be able to model and anlayse it in detail in the context of a well-founded framework. Moreover, the ways in which cooperative relationships come about are also important for a complete understanding of the nature of cooperation. This is especially true if such an analysis is to be relevant to real systems for which the invocation and destruction of such relationships is critical.
Previous work has focussed on taxonomising the types of interactions that occur between agents in a multi-agent system, distinguishing in particular between engagements of non-autonomous agents and cooperation between autonomous agents 7]. This work was based on our agent hierarchy which de ned agency and autonomy, and speci ed how autonomy is distinct but is achieved by motivating agency and generating goals 5] . In this paper we aim to extend this work on cooperation and engagement by describing the operations necessary for their invocation and destruction, and providing a formal speci cation in the context of the existing framework. First, we brie y review the agent framework and the nature of engagement and cooperation within it. We then address the invocation and destruction of such structures, enumerating the variety of situations in which they arise. Finally, we discuss what bene ts such an analysis provides.
Background
To present a mathematical description of our de nitions, we use the speci cation language, Z 8] . Space constraints prohibit a detailed explanation of the notation here, but our use should be clear from the combination of text and formalism. (A brief introduction to Z can be found in the appendix of 1].) In this section, we sketch previous work on the agent framework. Details may be found in 5, 7] .
An object comprises a set of motivations, a set of goals, a set of actions, and a set of attributes such that the attributes and actions are non-empty.
Object attributes : Attribute capableof : Action goals : Goal motivations : Motivation attributes 6 = fg^capableof 6 = fg An object, described by its features and capabilities, is just an automaton and cannot engage other entities to perform tasks, nor is it itself used in this way. However, it serves as a useful abstraction mechanism by which it is regarded as distinct from the remainder of the environment, and can subsequently be transformed into an agent, an augmented object, engaged to perform some task or satisfy some goal. Viewing something as an agent means that we regard it as satisfying or pursuing some goal. Furthermore, it means that it must be doing so either for another agent, or for itself, in which case it is autonomous. If it is for itself, it must have generated the goal through its motivations. Autonomous agents are thus just agents that can generate their own goals from motivations. For ease of exposition, we further re ne the agent hierarchy with two new de nitions. A neutral-object is an object that is not an agent, and a server-agent is an agent that is not an autonomous agent.
NeutralObject Object goals = f g^motivations = fg ServerAgent Agent motivations = fg Now, we consider a multi-agent system as a collection of objects, agents and autonomous as de ned below. In this view, a multi-agent system contains autonomous agents which are all agents, and in turn, all agents are objects. An agent is either a server-agent or an autonomous agent, and an object is either a neutral-object or an agent. In this section, we brie y review previous work that categorised inter-agent relationships into two distinct classes, engagements and cooperations. We provide formal descriptions and brief explanations. For a full exposition on the nature of these relationships, see 7] . Note, however, that there have been several minor modi cations to the earlier formal speci cation.
Engagement
A direct engagement occurs when a neutral-object or a server-agent adopts some goals. In a direct engagement, a client-agent with some goals uses another serveragent to assist them in the achievement of those goals. A server-agent either exists already as a result of another engagement, or is instantiated from a neutralobject for the current engagement. No restriction is placed on a client-agent.
We de ne a direct engagement below to consist of a client agent, client, a server agent, server, and the goal that server is satisfying for client. An agent cannot engage itself, and both agents must have the goal of the engagement. An engagement chain represents a sequence of direct engagements. Specically, an engagement chain comprises a goal, goal, the autonomous client that generated the goal, autoagent, and a sequence of server-agents, agentchain, where each agent in the sequence directly engages the next. For any engagement chain, there must be at least one server-agent, all agents must share goal, and each agent can only be involved once. seq 1 represents a non-empty sequence. The set of all engagement chains in a system is given in the schema below by engchains. For every engagement chain, ec, there must be a direct engagement between the autonomous agent, ec:autoagent, and the rst client of ec, head ec:agentchain, with respect to the goal of ec, ec:goal. There must also be a direct engagement between any two agents which follow each other in ec:agentchain with respect to ec:goal. In general, an agent engages another agent if there is some engagement chain in which it precedes the server agent. 
Cooperation
Two autonomous agents are said to be cooperating with respect to some goal if one of the agents has adopted goals of the other. This notion of autonomous goal acquisition applies both to the origination of goals by an autonomous agent for its own purposes, and the adoption of goals from others, since in each case the goal must have a positive motivational e ect 6]. For autonomous agents, the goal of another can only be adopted if it has such an e ect, and this is also exactly why and how goals are originated. Thus goal adoption and origination are related forms of goal generation. The term cooperation can be used only when those involved are autonomous and, potentially, capable of resisting. If they are not autonomous, nor capable of resisting, then one simply engages the other. A cooperation describes a goal, the autonomous agent that generated the goal, and those autonomous agents who have adopted that goal from the generating agent. In addition, all the agents involved have the goal of the cooperation, an agent cannot cooperate with itself, and the set of cooperating agents must be non-empty. Cooperation cannot, therefore, occur unwittingly between agents, but must arise as a result of the motivations of an agent and that agent recognising the goal in another. The set of cooperations in a multi-agent system is given by the cooperations variable in the schema, SystemCooperations. The predicate part of the schema states that for any cooperation, the union of the cooperating agents and the generating agent is a subset of the set of all autonomous agents which have that goal. As a consequence, two agents sharing a goal are not necessarily cooperating. In addition, the set of all cooperating agents is a subset of all autonomous agents of the system since not all are necessarily participating in cooperations. So far we have provided an analysis of the structure of multi-agent systems based on inter-agent relationships. In this section, we provide an operational analysis of how these cooperations and direct engagements are created and destroyed, and how this a ects the con guration of inter-agent relationships.
There are four principal operations to be considered, as follows:
{ a server-agent adopting the goals of an agent giving rise to a new engagement; { a server-agent being released from some or all of its agency obligations by an engaging agent, thus destroying a direct engagement;
{ an autonomous agent adopting the goal of another, so that either a new cooperation is formed, or the agent joins an existing cooperation;
{ an autonomous agent destroying the goals of an existing cooperation, resulting in either the destruction of the cooperation, or the removal of the autonomous agent from the cooperation.
To provide an operational account of these relationships we must specify how they are a ected when new cooperations and engagements are invoked and destroyed. Before considering the operations in detail we rst specify some general functions to create relationships from individual components. Next, we de ne the generic function, cut, which takes an injective sequence (where no element appears more than once) and an element, and removes all the elements of the sequence which appear after this element. If the element does not exist in the sequence, the sequence is left unaltered. X ] cut : (iseqX X ) iseqX 8 x : X ; s; t : seq X cut(s;x) = t , last t = x^(9 u : seq X s = t u)
We also de ne a total function that creates a new object by ascribing a set of goals to an existing object. It is valid for any object and any set of goals. This is detailed elsewhere with a complete formalisation of goal generation 6]. This allows us to de ne two further functions, ExtendChain and CutChain. The rst takes an engagement chain and an object, and extends the engagement chain to include the object. The second function cuts an engagement chain after the occurrence of an object. Formally, the structure of multi-agent systems is de ned below. It states that a multi-agent system must contain at least one relationship between two agents. 
Making Engagements
When a new direct engagement is formed between an agent and a server agent, the associated engagement chain may be altered in several ways. The di erent possibilities depend on whether the engaging agent is at the tail, the head, or in the middle of the chain. Consider an engagement chain where A is an autonomous agent at the head of the chain directly engaging the server-agent, S1, which is directly engaging server-agent, S2, in turn directly engaging S3, as in Figure 1 { If any server-agent, other than that at the tail of the engagement chain, engages O, then a new engagement chain is formed between them. Thus if S1 engages O, the existing chain is unchanged, but a new chain is formed from the engagements up to and including S1 in the original chain, with the addition of the new engagment of O by S1, as in Figure 1(d) . The aspects of forming a new engagement common to all three scenarios are described in the next schema. Here, the engaging agent, agent?, the engaged object, e?, the goal of the engagement, goal?, and an optional engagement chain, chain?, are given as input to the operation, and the structure of the multiagent system changes. The predicate part states that the object is a system object, and the agent is a known agent with the goal, goal?. If no engagement The distinct aspects of the ways in which the set of engagement chains are a ected in each scenario are detailed below. First, the engaging agent is a serveragent at the end of the chain so that the chain is extended to include this new direct engagement. The operation of making an engagement can then be de ned using schema disjunction. Thus, the Engage operation is applied when any of the following three occur: CutandAddChain, EngageExtendChain or StartNewChain.
Breaking Engagements
If an autonomous agent or a server-agent in an engagement chain disengages another server-agent, either through destroying the goal itself or because the agent is no longer required to achieve it, all subsequent engagements in the chain are destroyed. This is because the subsequent agents no longer satisfy a goal that can be attributed to an autonomous agent. Thus, whenever an engagement is broken, all subsequent engagements of that engagement chain are also broken.
The schema, Disengage, formally de nes the breaking of a direct engagement between engaging and engaged agents, engaging? and engaged? respectively, and speci es the propagation of broken direct engagements for the goal, goal?, down through the associated engagement chain, chain?. All of these components are inputs. The predicates ensure that there is a direct engagement between engaging? and engaged? with respect to goal?, that chain? is an engagement chain, and that the goal of the chain is equal to the input goal?. The set of cooperations remains unchanged, but the engagement chain, chain?, is removed from the system and replaced with the chain resulting from cutting the original chain at the engaging agent. Finally, the direct engagements are updated accordingly. Then a new cooperation is formed when there is no existing cooperation for goal? with genagent? as the generating agent. This is described formally below. 
Breaking or Leaving a Cooperation
There are three cases for autonomous agents destroying the goal of a cooperation in which they are involved, illustrated in Figure 2 . First, the generating agent, G, destroys the goal of a cooperation with the result that the cooperation is itself destroyed. This does not imply that C 1 and C 2 have destroyed the goal. Second, the cooperation is also destroyed when the only cooperating agent destroys the cooperation goal. Finally, when there are many cooperating agents, one of which destroys the cooperation goal, the cooperation is not destroyed but modi ed so that only one agent leaves the cooperation. Each of the three di erent scenarios can now be speci ed formally as renements to this general operation schema. First, the generating agent of the cooperation destroys the goal of the cooperation. The cooperation, coop?, is destroyed and removed from cooperations. Identifying the structures and relationships between agents in multi-agent systems provides a way of understanding the nature of the system, its purpose and functionality. This is typical of existing analyses. However, if we are to build systems based on a recognition of these relationships, so that prior relationships are not destroyed when new ones are created, we must extend such analyses into operational areas. This paper has provided just such an analysis, explicating the di erent kinds of structures that can arise, and showing how di erent con gurations of agents and relationships can evolve by invoking and and destroying them. As part of the analysis, we have had to consider a range of scenarios and the e ects of changing relationships upon them. This is particularly important for system developers aiming to build programs that are capable of exploiting a dynamic multi-agent environment. An operational analysis is vital in providing a link from the structural account to methods for accessing and manipulating these structures. If such operational analyses are avoided, then the merit of research that aims to lay a foundation for the practical aspects of multi-agent systems is limited. Indeed, most existing research has concentrated on addressing either theoretical or practical problems, and has not managed to cross the boundary between the two. Our work strives to place a foot rmly in both camps. We have constructed a formal speci cation of the structures necessary for an understanding of multi-agent systems and the relationships therein, and we have also shown how it is possible to set about using this understanding in the development of practical systems. Certainly, more work is required for a complete move from theory to practice, but the current work takes us a large part of the way down that road.
